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Abstract— Recommendation is a most important task in providing necessary information without wasting much time. 
Recommendation is a process of suggesting seen or unseen events to the one who is interested in it. Recommendation engines have 
been used in many domains such as in hotels, food, shopping, tourist, videos etc. The one which we are working is tourist domain. 
Many engines were being built to achieve goal of recommending highly relevant destinations to users. The most traditional engines 
that were built were using only tourist profile who is the user of system and destinations profile which is considered as an item. The 
traditional engines completely ignores the situational information, which is considered as very important data in recommendation 
process. This situational information characterizes the data, which characterizes particular action of a user in particular situation.  
The main aim of recommender engine is to suggest most relevant destinations to tourist, which can be enhanced by incorporating the 
situational information (context) in recommendation engine. Situational information is fetched from tourist (user) and provided to the 
engine for predicting the relevant destinations for the user. The engine is built using contextual pre-filtering and post-filtering 
technique and also the hybrid system that incorporates optimized collaborative filtering and content based filtering. 

Keywords— Situational Information, Optimized Collaborative Filtering, Content-based Filtering, Contextual Pre-Filtering, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development and usage of internet in current era has exponentially increased the digital data around us. The 
immense increase in the amount of digital data generated by electronic devices made it harder for users to find the interesting 
data within a reasonable time over the web. In order to solve this issue Recommender systems are developed to provide relevant 
information to the users without wasting user time. Considering the tourism domain, wide range of information is present 
regarding the tourism places around us. The users find it very difficult to search for appropriate places. First of all almost all 
users doesn’t know what they are trying to search, they don’t have enough information about what actually they want, which 
makes it hard in finding proper destination and end up choosing destinations that are less appropriate or may be wrong in that 
situation. Destination recommender plays an important role in providing the relevant destination to the users. Most of the 
recommender engines generates the rating information, by considering only user profile (U) and destination profile (D), which 
is given by ( R : U × D͢ → R) where U is a user D is a destination and R is a rating. They completely ignore the situational 
information in which user is currently present in, which may give rise to generation weak ratings function that leads to weak 
recommendations. Building the recommender system using Situational information (C) with user and destination profile which 
is given by  (U × D × C → R)  provide most relevant destination to user. 

Situational information adds more accuracy to the recommendation engine, as it provides the situation of a user under which 
the user would like to travel a particular destination. Many research have been conducted in context based recommendation 
system, this serves as a novel approach which is based on contextual pre-filtering and post-filtering and optimized collaborative 
filtering and content based filtering along with more context data inferred from situational information.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Z.Bahramiana et al.[14] proposed a tourism recommender system incorporating context data. The system was incorporated 
with time as contextual information. The system was built using ontology and spreading activation approach. Kevin Meehan et 
al.[1] propose Intelligent Recommendation System for Tourism which uses location, user preferences, time, weather and 
sentiment. The system is based upon artificial neural network, fuzzy logic and principle component analysis method. 

 
Laizhong Cui et al. [3] proposed A novel context-aware recommendation algorithm with two-level SVD in social networks. 

The contextual information that was used in system are time, location and companion. System uses context two level singular 
value decomposition methods. Jose M. Noguera et al. [2] proposed A mobile 3D-GIS hybrid recommender system for tourism, 
which uses location as contextual information. The system recommends the destination using collaborative filtering and 
knowledge based module. The results are re-ranked using post-filtering technique. 

    
Shogo Matsuno et al. [4] proposed Tourist Support system using context obtained from a personal information device, where 

user location is extracted from the devices. The system allow user to fill the to-do list based on which system prepares the plan 
for the user. The system uses the naïve bayes classifier to classify the text in to-do list. Ago Luberg et al. [5] proposed Context 
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aware and multilingual information extraction for a tourist recommender system. The system crawl different web portals and 
normalize the gathered information into ontology. The recommendation process verifies suitable object by loading the tourism 
object and filters. The objects that do not have required property are ignored. For each loaded object recommender assigns the 
ranking score based on matching between properties of object and preferences that user has provided. 

 
Hajrkhallouki et al. [6] proposed An Ontology- based context awareness for smart Tourism recommendation system. The 

system consists of three components i.e. Resource plane, semantic plan and user interface. In resource plane data is collected 
and provide the semantic plane with needed information. Semantic plane consist of two components, first is ontology, which is 
used for context representation and second is intelligent semantic recommendation that collects the data from all sources. User 
interface is for tourist to interact with the system. Tourist query the system, the semantic recommender fills ontology with data 
collected from various sources and produces the recommendation. 

 
Saverio Lemma et al. [7] proposed an adaptive context aware app for tourism which uses location as contextual information. 

The system is based on context dimension tree which is used to represent context in extensible way using 5W1H method. It has 
three components context aware module, knowledge based module and management module. The purpose of Context aware 
module is to dynamically and automatically invoke services and resources according to change in context. Knowledge based 
module contains all information that system need during operation. 

III.  PROPOSED WORK 

 
Fig 1 overview of proposed system architecture 

 
The overview of proposed architecture shown in figure No. 1 depicts that, the user interact with the system through web 

application. As the user login, the current contextual information (Location, time and weather) is fetched from users mobile. 
The time information is used to infer and classify time into three categories i.e. day (weekday, weekend), time (morning, 
afternoon, evening) and season (Rainy, winter, summer). The weather information provides whether it is rainy, cold or sunny. 
The system has three phases, in first phase contextual pre-filtering paradigm is used in which live users current situation is used 
to filter out the data from dataset and get the records pertaining to the live users current situation.   

In second phase pre-filtered data is given to hybrid two dimensional models that consist of optimized collaborative filtering 
and content based filtering technique. Since there are five contextual information used in the engine, there will be separate set of 
records for all five situation. Each set is passed through the hybrid model once. Hybrid model will run for five times since there 
are five separate sets of records pertaining to each context producing the destination places that are most likely to be 
recommend. Average value is calculated for each place in aggregator.   

In third phase the destination places that are not more relevant are filtered based on the additional context information which 
is inferred from the situational data such as how far is the destination from live users current location, how much time does the 
live user has, to explore the destination once he/she arrives at destination, whether the destination is closed or open on particular 
day and depending on season and weather condition whether it is good to go at destination. Finally destinations are arranged 
according to average value calculated by aggregator in descending order and recommend top K destinations to user. 
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IV.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 
 

Fig 2 Situation aware destination recommender 
    Dataset is a tourists transactional data which include tourist-id, location, day(weekday/weekend), 
time(morning/afternoon/evening), season(rainy/winter/summer), weather(rainy/cold/sunny), destination-id and rating. Location, 
day, time, season, weather are the contextual data in which a tourist has visited the destination. In fig 2 , ,  
represents the contextual information i.e. Location, day, time, season, weather respectively which is given to the contextual pre-
filtering process.  
 
Contextual Pre-filtering 
In contextual pre-filtering the live users current contextual information i.e. , ,  is fetched through mobile device as 
soon as user login to the system through web application, which serves as the first input to the context pre-filtering paradigm. It 
includes live users location, day, time, season and weather.  
The second input is the dataset which is of the form (Tourist × Context × Destination × rating). Each of the contextual 
information is used over dataset to filter out the data. Each contextual information will have its own filtered data i.e. there are 
total five situational information so there will be 5 different sets of records pertaining to each situation. Each filtered set is of the 
form (Tourist × Destination × rating). Filtering process is carried out using the SQL queries over the dataset. There will be five 
sets of records after pre-filtering process. 
 
Hybrid System 
It is a 2-Dimenssional model which is built using the dataset to generate the rating for given user and destination. The model is 
of the form (Tourist ×  Destination →  Rating). Hybrid system is build using two filtering techniques i.e. optimized 
collaborative and content based filtering technique. Since there are five dataset generated using five situational information, the 
hybrid system will run five times over each set of records. The output of hybrid system is the destination places that are stored 
in a separate vector for each set of records. Since there are five contextual information components, there will be five vectors. 
These five vectors are given to the aggregator. 
 
Optimized Collaborative Filtering Technique 
The input to optimized collaborative filtering technique is Tourist-id, destination-id and corresponding rating. The live users 
profile is generated which consists of the list of destination he/she has already visited. The live user profile is generally a matrix 
which is of the form 1 × n where n is the number of destination seen by the live user. Once the live user profile is created, next 
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is to create user profile which consists of other users in the system. Generally the matrix that is built for this user profile is 
called user-destination matrix where rows are represented by every user in the system except the live user and columns are 
represented by destination seen by those users. The value provided in that matrix is the rating value which is given by the user 
for that destination. These two matrices, user profile and live user profile are used to calculate the similarity between live user 
and every other user. In order to measure the similarity the system uses the centered cosine similarity measure approach which 
is given by  

          (1) 

 
Where  represents the live users rating for destination i and  represents the jth user rating for destination i. This outputs the 

similarity result between  -1 to +1. If the similarity is negative than two users are not similar. If similarity value is positive than 
two users are similar. Common destinations between live user and other users that are similar to live userare eliminated and the 
result will be list of destination places the liveuser haven’t seen yet. These destination places are provided to the TOPSIS 
(Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution) algorithm. 

 
Fig 3 Optimized collaborative filtering  

 
The input to TOPSIS algorithm is the list of destinations and the users that are similar to the live user. The decision matrix is 
created where rows represents the users and column represents the destinations. The values in matrix represents the rating value  
given by the user to destination. Normalization is applied to the decision matrix which is given by 
 

    i= 1……m j= 1……n       (2) 
 

The system uses resultant normalized matrix to get the weighted normalized decision matrix by multiplying the normalized 
values  by the corresponding weight  .  is the similarity value between live user and other similar user which is given by 
 

         (3) 
 

Based on the weighted matrix, find positive and negative ideal solutions. Positive ideal solutions refer to maximum value in 
each row and negative ideal solutions refer to minimum value in each row. A* represents positive Ideal solution vector whereas 
A' represents negative ideal solution vector. Calculating the separation measure for both positive and negative ideal solution 
which is given by 

   Positive  ideal solution :             (4) 
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Negative ideal solution :           (5) 

Where ,  represents the  value in positive ideal solution vector and negative ideal solution vector respectively. Using 
positive and negative ideal solution we calculating the relative closeness. 
 

                           (6) 
 

TOPSIS determines a preference order by arranging the destinations in descending order. 
 
Content Based Filtering 

The input to context based filtering is the contextual pre-filtered data i.e. Tourist-id, destination-id and rating. Based on this 
data, the profile  for each destination along with features Beach, Temple, church, fort and museum is build. The binary approach 
is used to build the profile which contains 0/1.If particular feature is present then it is represented by 1 and 0 in absence of that 
feature. 

Filter out the live user transactional data and generate the user profile for live user based on destination places he/she visited 
before. The matrix is created for which consist of all the destinations visited by the live user and represented by rows, whereas 
column consist of features of destination which include Beach, Temple, church, fort and museum. In order to construct the user 
profile, first calculate the mean value of ratings for each feature. This mean value is used to normalize the rating value. The 
normalization is done by subtracting the mean value of every feature from destination rating containing that feature. 
Normalization is given by 

 

                  (7) 
 

Where i represents place in matrix and j represents feature. The normalized rating value pertaining to each feature are added and 
divided by total number of ratings present in that feature to measure the profile weight. 
 

       (8) 
 

Profile weight refers to the user profile. Every feature is having the profile weight. In predicting whether the user will like 
particular place, we need user profile and destination profile. The task  is to find the similarities between the live user and some 
destination profile. To achieve this task the system uses the cosine similarity measure that finds the similarity between user and 
destination. Cosine similarity is given by 
 

       (9) 
 

Where  is profile weight for  feature and  is the destination from item profile. The destination having higher cosine 

similarity is recommended. 
 
Aggregator 
The input to the aggregator is the five vectors generated by hybrid system. The aggregator calculates the average value of each 
destination appearing in all five vectors. Average value is given by 
 

               (10) 
 

Where  is the  destination and j represents the   vector. 
 
Contextual Post-filtering 
In contextual post-filtering, the distinct destinations present in output of aggregator are filtered on the bases of context data 
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inferred from situational information i.e. location, time, day and season.  
Location based post-filtering 
User’s current location and location of destination is passed on to Google map in the form of coordinates, results are in form of 
distance and traveling time. The system picks the closing time of destination in order to calculate the available time. Available 
time is a time that user will have after reaching the destination. The available time is given by  
 

               (11) 
 
Day based post-filtering 
The system selects the closing day (the day on which destination remains closed) for destination that is under review from 
dataset. If the current day equals to the closing day then it is removed from the suggestion list otherwise it is kept in suggestion 
list. 
 
Season based post-filtering 
The current month is used as a context information from date to find out the current season. the system identifies the type of 
destination based on the records present in dataset. The type information suggest the type of place i.e. temple, church, beach, 
fort and so on. Based on type of place that is good to visit in that season is kept in suggestion list and the place that does’t fit in 
current season condition are removed form suggestion list    
 
 

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The experiment was carried out with 30 users, 45 destination places in Goa and 5 contextual information. Each user has its 
profile depending on type of places he/she likes to visit which is built using the content based filtering and collaborative 
technique is used to recommend destination places based on other user that are similar to live user. The aggregate value is 
calculated for each destination place from the results generated in post-filtering approach. The results are filtered using post-
filtering approach. The destination places are arranged in descending order based on the aggregate value 

 

 
Fig 4 login interface for user 

 
The figure No. 4 shows the login interface for the users. In fig 4, the ‘User4’ logs in to the system with his/her username and 
password. As soon as server verifies the ‘User4’ as authorised user, it fetches the current contexts of ‘user4’. 
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Fig 5 . Current context used from ‘user4’  
 

Figure No. 5 shows the current contexts of User4 where location is karmali, Day is Wednesday, time is 9.48, month is 03 
(march) and weather is sunny. 
 

 
 

Fig 6 generallized situational information from ‘user4’ 
 
Figure No. 6 shows the generalized results of contextual information, where context such as day, time, month are generalized to 
weekday, morning and summer respectively from Wednesday, 9.48 and 03. 
 

 
 

Fig 7 Recommendaed destinations 
 

The above results presented in figure No. 7 shows the recommended results for user4 when he was at Karmali railway station, 
with other contextual information weekday, morning, summer and sunny. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes the use of situation aware destination recommendation engine with optimized collaborative filtering and 
content based filtering for selection of most relevant destination for user based on current situation of user. The system is based 
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on contextual pre-filtering and contextual post-filtering paradigm. The system uses five contextual information for providing 
appropriate recommendation. The engine was implemented in python and produced results were analyzed and studied The 
proposed system is available through the app for making the prediction. 
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